How Cloud Sites
Helped infoplum AFP Serve 4.1 Billion
Web Requests During
FIFA World Cup
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PROVIDING RELIABLE PERFORMANCE
DURING RECORD BREAKING TRAFFIC
OF FIFA WORLD CUP
When FIFA holds its World Cup event every four years,
the attention of many nations turns to the tournament
featuring what are, arguably, the most important
games in the world’s most popular sport. infoplum AFP plays an important role in this event, delivering
real time updates and advanced statistics through its
proprietary application. With so many eyes on them,
infoplum - AFP needed to ensure their application
would withstand billions of global requests during
the World Cup without interruption. Because
infoplum had been working with Cloud Sites
since October 2008, they knew they could rely
on Cloud Sites for reliability, security, and
functionality to ensure the vast soccer/futbol
world had uninterrupted access to real
time updates throughout the
month-long tournament.
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“ This was by far the biggest event we
have had. Cloud Sites was fundamental
to the success of this event.”
Trevor George

TECHNICAL DIRECTOR,
INFOPLUM

BUSINESS CHALLENGES:
Expected Record-Breaking Traffic
Trusted with delivering on a tremendous commitment due
to the popularity of this particular FIFA event, infoplum
collaborated with Agence France-Presse (AFP) to serve live
coverage (data and editorial) on all World Cup matches
through their proprietary application. This coverage included
real time updates on scores, highlights, news, pictures,
advanced statistics, profiles, and predictive data (even 3D
footage of goals!) - a huge demand on resources, especially
considering the expected traffic spike.
This particular application was embedded on 161 websites,
which were served to a worldwide audience in more than
20 countries and in more than 15 languages throughout
the entire 32-day tournament. In addition to being vast
and spread around the globe, the audience was also highly
engaged. On the day before the opening ceremonies,
the Cloud Sites team saw traffic from the infoplum
application reach more than 6 million hits per hour,
which is roughly 1,736 hits per second – a mind-blowing
number, especially considering it was well before the whistle
blew to start the first match. Since traffic would likely spike
even more as the World Cup began, the Cloud Sites team
needed to ensure the platform would be up and running
during record-breaking traffic.

CLOUD SITES APPROACH:
High Capacity Clusters &
Custom Configured Load Balancers
Expecting a huge influx of traffic during the Word Cup,
infoplum made sure to alert Cloud Sites engineers about
their concerns well before the event. They knew that the
Cloud Sites operations team had expertise in preparing
customers and their sites for high traffic events.
To prepare for what portended to be a massive demand
for resources, the Cloud Sites ops team ensured enough
nodes were configured in the high capacity cluster for
the expected load. To further fortify the platform, the
engineers custom configured the load balancers to have
streamlined routes, including dedicated IP addresses to
the high capacity cluster. Throughout the entire month,
Cloud Sites engineers closely monitored infoplum’s
environment and made any necessary adjustments,
often proactively, to ensure the smoothest high traffic
event possible. Technical Director Trevor George
appreciated the hands-on, personable approach of the
Cloud Sites team.

“ The scalability at Cloud
Sites has always been
there, so I was confident
Cloud Sites could handle
it...there are actual
people you could talk to,
not just an email.”

RESOLUTION:
4.1 Billion Requests Served With Ease
When the tournament was over, Cloud Sites engineers had
successfully navigated the platform’s most significant
load in history, all while allowing infoplum – AFP to
keep the world updated on the FIFA World Cup with no
interruptions. After Cloud Sites engineers took stock of the
numbers, they found that the application was embedded on
161 websites, which were served to a worldwide audience
in more than 20 countries and in more than 15 languages
throughout the entire 32-day global soccer phenomenon.
This resulted in an astonishing total of 4.1 billion web
requests. That’s 153 million hits per day and over
100 million pageviews. George remained unfazed. “The
scalability at Cloud Sites has always been there, so I was
confident Cloud Sites could handle it.”
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